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Wren  Feathers 
Historical Series:  Early 1960s  

Week 1:  Chatty’s Rickrack Dress 
 

As always this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to this 
blog, you may NOT sell it.  If you sell things made from this pattern I’d appreciate credit for the pattern design.   
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from:  https://jenwrenne.wordpress.com/ 
 

I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the pictures should suffice, but if you need help please email me!  
 

 

Vintage Prototype Chatty Cathy 
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This is a very typical early 1960s young girl’s dress.  It retains a high waist and very full skirt from the 1950s but 
changes include a shorter skirt and larger collar.    The puffy sleeves of the 1950s were still an option for some 

styles, but the straight sleeve marks the dress firmly in the 1960s. 
 

 The picture above is from an Advance pattern and shows an option to decorate with rows of rickrack and a 
ribbon sash.  I felt 2 rows of the large rickrack looked out of scale and switched things a bit. 

 
What about the collar roll?  I did design my collar to roll slightly, but during the ironing process it got flattened 

out.  I didn’t realize it until I was putting this together and saw the two pix side by side.   
When you’re ironing make sure to iron collar and facing separately, leaving the collar sticking straight up when 

you iron the facing.  Then fold the collar down and steam into a nice roll. 
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It looks great on modern dolls too! 
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These are from a Chatty paper doll and could easily be made from this pattern by with some minor changes 

 

 

AG Nellie and Chatty Cathy have very similar coloring when you compare them!  Yes, this and the Cathy photo were 
digitally manipulated to have a 1960s look. 
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Skirt is 24-36” 
wide and 6” long 


